Introduction
A tiling of a planar shape is called monohedral if all tiles are congruent to each other. Our study will be monohedral tilings of the disk. Such tilings are produced on a daily basis by pizza chefs taking radial cuts distributed evenly around the centre of the pizza (Figure 1 ). We will call such tilings symmetric radially generated tilings, such After constructing this tiling, a neighbourhood of the origin has non-trivial intersection with each tile. The main problem on which this article is based is:
Can we construct monohedral tilings of the disk such that a neighbourhood of the origin has trivial intersection with at least one tile?
This problem was posed in [1] , and is in a similar vein to [2] . Informally, it may be stated in terms of slicing pizzas: can we slice a pizza into congruent pieces such that at least one piece does not touch the centre? The answer to this problem is yes, and Figure 2 displays some solutions. The first tiling in Figure 2 , D 0 3 in our notation, appears as the logo of the MASS program at Penn State [3] . This notation will be explained later, but note that the tilings will be presented as C t n,k , C t * n,k and D t n . There will be some restrictions on the indices, but n and k are chosen are each chosen from infinite sets of integers indicating there are infinitely many solutions; t is chosen from a real interval and t * is a path meaning there are uncountably many solutions. In fact, this path is required only to be continuous, simple and contained with some bounds, so even some fractal paths (i.e. the Koch snowflake) would be permissible.
We say that the tiles in Figure 1 are examples of tiles that are radially generated about a vertex as they consist of three components: two straight line segments, and an arc centred at the common endpoint of the straight line segments. If we fix an angle, we may think of one of these straight line segments being 'dragged' by this angle about its endpoint to the other straight line segment, the locus of its other endpoint tracing out the arc component. The main idea on which this paper is based is to construct tiles that are radially generated by more than one vertex at the same time. We will show that a tile may be radially generated by at most two vertices, will describe a method for classifying such tiles, and will present ways of splitting such tiles into congruent sub-tiles. Indeed, although no tiling in Figure 2 consists of radially generated tiles, in each case a union of tiles is a radially generated tile.
While the initial problem is interesting, it has also been answered: yes, it is possible. There are many similar questions one can ask. Does a monohedral tiling of the disk exist such that. . . 1. at least one piece does not intersect the centre? 2. at least one piece does not intersect the bounding circle? 3. at least one piece does not intersect the centre and the tiling has trivial cyclic symmetric?
4. the tiling is not a symmetric radially generated tiling, and the tiling has an odd number of tiles?
5. the tiling is not a symmetric radially generated tiling, and the tiling has a line of symmetry?
6. the centre appears as the edge of a tile?
7. the centre appears in the interior of a tile?
And the final question:
8. Have we provided a complete classification of monohedral disk tilings in this paper?
It is our goal to work towards a classification of all monohedral tilings of the disk. We present a classification of such tilings obtained from the novel construction involving tiles radially generated from more than one point. After completing our classification, we will return to this list of questions, answering those we can and stating conjectures about the rest. In Section 5 we will note the connection between one of families of tilings and the necklace numbers, and will show some combinatorial properties of our tilings.
The well-known tiling D 0 3 is similar to part of a non-periodic polygonal tiling of the plane found on page 236 of [4] , and tiling of D , and thank him and the late Ian Porteous for many enthusiastic discussions about this problem. Thanks also to Karene Chu for the initial introduction to the problem. We also acknowledge the overwhelming and somewhat surprising media response to this research, and would like to thank all such outlets: particularly those who explained the mathematics. We remark that according to this definition, for all points g ∈ γ an arbitrarily small disk centred at g has non-trivial intersection with both the interior and exterior of the tile. That is to say, the boundary cannot simply continue to the interior to 'decorate' the tile to trivially give more solutions. A tile has a fixed position in the plane. Let U 1 , U 2 be tiles bounded by γ 1 , γ 2 respectively. Then (U 1 ∩ U 2 ) ⊂ (γ 1 ∩ γ 2 ) since otherwise U 1 and U 2 would not be contractible. Hence two tiles may only intersect along their boundaries. Since tiles have fixed position, two distinct tiles may never be equal.
Definition:
The tile U 1 is said to be congruent to U 2 if U 1 is isometric to U 2 , or if U 1 is isometric to the mirror image of U 2 (i.e. the image of U 2 under any orientation reversing isometry of the plane).
Congruence is an equivalence relation so we may refer to all tiles in a set as being congruent to each other. A copy of a tile U 1 is any congruent tile U 2 with a different position in the plane.
Definition: Let V be a closed, bounded subset of the plane. If there exists a set of tiles U such that
then U is called a tiling of V . If all tiles in U are congruent to each other, this tiling is called monohedral.
We will say that a tiling of V 1 is the same as a tiling of V 2 if V 1 and V 2 are similar, and if one tiling may be mapped to the other by any orientation preserving affine transformation. Otherwise, we will say they are different. Definition: Suppose V admits different tilings by U and U , where the tiles in U differ from the tiles in U only by their position in the plane, then U will be called a retiling of U.
Definition: If for a monohedral tiling of V by tiles U i , and if the tile U i admits a monohedral tiling into congruent tiles W i,j , the tiling of V by W i,j is called a monohedral subtiling of V .
In the following sections we will fix V to be a closed disk and will describe how monohedral tilings and monohedral subtilings may arise.
Radially Generated Tilings
We will introduce the concept of radially generated tiles. If α is an angle, p is a point plane and P is any subset of the plane, then the operator α p (P ) will denote the anticlockwise rotation of P by α about p.
Definition: Let η be a continuous planar curve segment with no self-intersections, let p be a point on η, and let α ∈ (0, 2π) be an angle. The union of η, η = α p (η) and arcs centred at p connecting the end-points of η and η is a contour. We denote this contour by γ = [η, p, α], and say that γ is radially generated by η, p and α.
is the boundary of a tile U if and only if γ is simple. If U is a tile, we say that U is radially generated by η, p and α, denoted U =< η, p, α > .
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then γ = [η, p, α] has a self-intersection at p and is not simple.
This implies that when we add circular arcs centred at p to η and η , we add exactly one arc. We denote this arc by ρ p so that
Lemma 3.2. Let U =< η, p, 2π/n > be a tile for all n ∈ Σ ⊆ N. Suppose Σ = ∅ and min(Σ) = 2. Then n copies of U monohedrally tile the disk.
Proof. This is equivalent to the following obvious construction. Denote α = 2π/n. Take a disk centred at p and connect p to a point on the boundary of the disk with a path η that has no self-intersections. Then provided that η ∩ (α p (η)) consists only of p, one can repeatedly take images α i p (η). The induced tiling is a monohedral tiling of the disk centred at p.
Definition: A tiling is said to be radially generated if it consists of radially generated tiles.
A radially generating tiling of the disk is shown in Figure 5 The trivial tiling of the disk (the disk itself) may be thought of as a degenerate radially generated tiling of the disk by the tile U =< p , p, 2π >, where p is a point distinct from p. Note that if a tile < η, p, α > radially generated by a single point p has a line of symmetry, then η is necessarily a straight line segment. Moreoever if α = 2π/n in this case, then n copies gives the standard tiling of the disk into radial slices. We call these tilings symmetric radially generated (see Figure 1) . Definition: A tile will be called radially generated by multiple points if it is radially generated by at least 2 of its vertices. I.e.,
We will call a tile generated by exactly 2 points a wedge; or, if it has a line of symmetry, a symmetric wedge. If the rotation angles at each vertex are of the form 2π/n for some integer n then the wedge may tile the disk about either vertex as in Figure 6 .
Theorem 3.3. If a wedge is given by < η, p, α >=< ν, q, β >, and this wedge tiles the disk around either p or q, then α = β = π/n, where n ≥ 3 is an odd integer.
Proof. Let ρ p and ρ q denote the arc components of the boundary centred at p and q respectively. Since q is a vertex of the boundary of the wedge, its radially generated image α p (q) ∈ η = α p (η) is also a vertex of the boundary of the wedge. Hence its image β q • α p (q) ∈ η is another vertex of the boundary wedge (since the wedge is radially generated about q). Repeatedly taking the image of q under alternating compositions of rotations α p and β q , the image alternates from belonging to η or η , and this process necessarily terminates when the image is p ∈ η, η . Although we could in principle keep taking images after this, only those images obtained up to and including p are vertices of the wedge. Notice that all the images of the composite function (β q • α p ) j (q) ∈ η, and that β q • α p is a rotation by α + β. Since p is one of the images of (β q • α p ) j (q), and the images are evenly spaced around the fixed point of the map β q • α p , we can conclude that the fixed point of β q • α p is equidistant from p and q. Notice that since q is fixed by β q , we may apply the same argument to the images (α p • β q ) j (q) ∈ η so that the fixed point of α p • β q is also equidistant from p and q. Suppose that the plane has a complex structure and, without loss of generality, fix p = −1 and q = 1 so that we may describe our rotations as the complex rotations:
Let c + denote the fixed point of β q • α p , and c − denote the fixed point of α p • β q . The preceding argument tells us that (c + ) = (c − ) = 0. Using this, again with the fact that α p • β q (q) = α p (q) (Figure 7 ) we see that the triangle pqc + is isosceles, and the figure presented is symmetric about the line through p and c + . So the map α p •α q (hence also α q •α p ) is a rotation by 2α and therefore has order n = 2π/2α, hence α = π/n for some integer n ≥ 2. It can be shown that the centres of rotation are given by
All of the images (α q • α p ) j (q), including those that are not vertices of the wedge, are the vertices of a regular n-gon centred at c + . Similarly, all images (α p • α q ) j (q) are the vertices of a regular n-gon centred at c − . This configuration has the real axis as a line of symmetry, hence the configuration for (z) ≥ 0 and the configuration for (z) ≤ 0 are each the configuration of vertices of the wedge. Since there are necessarily an odd number of images of q on the wedge (the same number on η as η , remembering that p is the same vertex on both), then n ≥ 3 is odd. The configuration of the vertices of the two overlapping regular n-gons is the same as the configuration of two touching regular reflex n-gons.
Corollary 3.4. If a wedge is given by < η, p, α >=< ν, q, α > tiles the disk around p or q, then the arc components of the radial generation ρ p and ρ q have the same curvature.
Proof. From Theorem 3.3, we have α = π/n for some odd n ≥ 3. Hence 2n copies of the wedge tile the disk. Since the area of the wedge doesn't change according to which point we tile the disk around, neither does the curvature of the circle bounding the disk, which is made up of 2n copies of ρ p or ρ q .
Definition: A wedge < η, p, π/n >=< ν, q, π/n > where n ≥ 3 is an odd integer will be called an n-wedge.
Theorem 3.5. For any odd integer n ≥ 3, and fixed p, q there are uncountably many n-wedges of the form U =< η, p, α >=< ν, q, α > (where α = π/n) that tile the disk.
Proof. Suppose r p and α p (r p ) are the endpoints of the arc ρ p , and r q and α −1 q (r q ) are the endpoints of ρ q , and again impose a complex structure with p = −1, q = 1 . Then we necessarily have |r p | ≥ 1 since otherwise radially tiling about p would produce a disk that did not contain q. Suppose (at least for now) that r p = q, and that q and r p are connected by a straight line segment. Then each image (α q • α p ) j (q) is connected to the corresponding image of (α q • α p ) j (r p ) via the image under the same map of the straight line segment connecting q and r p . At each of the n images of q, there are two images of this straight line segment which meet at angle of π/n. We call any such pair a groove, and say the length of the groove is |r p − q|. Recall that the images of q under the alternating maps α p , α q form the vertices of a regular reflex n-gon, with the final image being p. Hence (α q • α p ) (n−1)/2 (q) = p, so that the groove at q is rotated by an angle of (2π/n)(n − 1)/2 = π(n − 1)/n to give the groove at p. Since the internal angle of a groove is π/n, and π(n − 1)/n + π/n = π, the outer components of the grooves (i.e. the straight line segments connecting q to r p and p to r q ) are parallel. Moreover, |r p − q| = |r q − p|, so that |r p | = |r q |. So the position of r p is always π 0 (r q ), i.e. r p is the image of r q under rotation by π about the origin. Hence the locus R p of r p for which U is a tile (and hence a wedge) is isometric to the corresponding locus R q for r q , and one is obtained from the other by rotation of π about the origin. Since the configuration of vertices is symmetric about the imaginary axis, then the loci are symmetric about the imaginary axis. Hence each locus is symmetric about the real axis.
According to the construction, U is a wedge if and only if it is a tile. It fails to be a tile if and only if r q is chosen such that the boundary of U has a self intersection. There are three ways in which this may happen.
(1) If the groove at q intersects ρ p at a point other than r. Since both components of the groove have the same length, and both p and q lie on the real axis, this is equivalent to the groove having the real axis as its angle bisector. Since the internal angle of the groove is π/n, the critical locus for r q in this case contains the ray emanating from q with angle −π/2n.
(2) We can make a similar argument about the intersection of the groove at p with ρ q . However, we may just argue by symmetry: since the locus is symmetric about the real axis, the critical locus contains the ray emanating from q with angle π/2n.
(3) Finally, it can happen that some image of ρ p may intersect an image of q. Since we are only interested in the 'smallest' value of r q that makes this happen (as r q changes maybe there will be more intersections, but even the first intersection is enough to mean U is not a wedge) we look for a condition on r q such that α q (ρ p ) ∩ α p (q) is non-empty. Note that α p (q) is fixed, whereas α q (ρ p ) depends on r q since r q is an endpoint of ρ p . Hence the image of this component of the critical locus under α q is α q (ρ p ) where ρ q is chosen such that there is a single intersection with α p (q). The centre of curvature for α q (ρ p ) is α q (p), hence the radius of the arc through α p (q) is
So this component of the critical locus for r q is given by |p − r q | = R (recall that p, q were fixed so the value of R would need to be rescaled for other positions of p, q).
The critical loci bound an open region R q whose closure contains q, and for all r q ∈ R q ∪ q, U is a wedge. Even though R q gets smaller as n gets larger, R q is never empty while n < ∞. Hence for each fixed odd n ≥ 3, there are uncountably many wedges ( Note that taking r q = q defines an n-wedge without grooves (i.e. with groove length 0). Such a wedge is always symmetric. The groove length was defined as |r q − q|, not as the length of the straight line segment connecting r q to q. This is because unless we require our wedge to be symmetric, the groove need not be constructed from straight line segments. They can be any simple path segments such that neither it nor any of its images intersect with the circle bounding the tiled disk, or any other tiles in the tiling.
For a symmetric n-wedge the line through r p and r q is colinear with the line through p and q, so in this case R q is an interval rather than a region. Corollary 3.6. A tile radially generated by 3 vertices that tiles the disk does not exist.
Proof. Any two generating vertices of wedge have images in the configuration of a regular reflex n-gon. Adding a new generating vertex would add a similar configuration between itself and each of the original vertices, and the overall configuration would not be a regular reflex n-gon for n ≥ 5. For n = 3, it is possible to satisfy the vertex configuration (arranging the vertices in an equilateral triangle) but not the arc configuration): each vertex is opposite an arc so the resulting shape would be convex.
Corollary 3.7. A symmetric wedge has one only line of symmetry.
Proof. In this case the vertices about which the tile is radially generated are mirror images of each other in a line of symmetry. If there were another line of symmetry, it would imply more vertices about which the tile may be radially generated, contradicting Corollary 3.6.
Families of subtilings
In the previous section we introduced the concept of a wedge, and classified all types of wedge that may be used to tile disks. In this section we will present two known ways of subtiling a wedge to produce families of monohedral tilings of the disk.
Definition: A family of disk tilings is an equivalence class of tilings up to retiling or scaling.
So a family of monohedral disk tilings may be described in terms of its fundamental tile.
D t n
Proposition 4.1. Let U be a symmetric n-wedge with n ≥ 3 odd. Then U may be tiled by two congruent tiles.
Proof. These tiles are just the left-and right-handed parts of U obtained by splitting U in half through its line of symmetry.
Suppose U is an n-wedge with groove length t (recall that the locus R q for r q is an interval since U is symmetric), and suppose scaling is such that sup |r q − q| = 1. We denote the family of tilings obtained from this tile by D t n , where n ≥ 3 is an odd integer and t ∈ [0, 1). Any tiling in D t n contains 4n tiles, and |D t n |=2; that is to say, this collection of tiles may tile the disk in two different ways (Figure 9 ). Exceptionally, increasing the groove length of a symmetric 3-wedge to the critical value t = 1 similarly splits the symmetric 3-wedge into congruent pieces with opposite orientations. We call this family D 4.2 C t * n,k Proposition 4.2. Let U be an n-wedge. Then, provided the groove is sufficiently bounded, U may be tiled by k congruent tiles for any positive integer k.
Then, provided the groove length is sufficiently small to avoid intersections, k copies of U k =< p, η, α > tile U .
Since U k is radially generated about p by an angle π/nk, nk copies of U k tile the disk about p according to Lemma 3.2. Suppose U is also generated about point q. Since k copies of U k tile U , one may tile the disk about q with unions of k copies of U k .
In the case that the n-wedge U is not symmetric, the family of tilings obtained from this tile will be denoted C considered separately as they have different combinatorial properties. Tilings in C t n,k still contain 2nk tiles, but |C t n,k | is more complicated and will be discussed in Section 5. Recall that since the wedges here are symmetric, the grooves necessarily consist of straight edges (Figure 12 ). 
Subtilings
The monohedral tilings we have classified are summarised in the following subtiling diagram where an arrow X → Y indicates that there exists a tiling in the family X that is necessarily a subtiling of family member of Y ; and X − → Y indicates that the tiling family X is a special case of the tiling family Y (i.e. when the tiles of Y are necessarily symmetric but those of X aren't). This diagram is transitive, but no arrow is drawn when there may be a subtiling. E.g. some symmetric radially generated tilings have symmetric radially generated subtilings (e.g. standard radial cut into 6 pieces is a subtiling of a standard radial cut into 3 pieces), while others don't. Notice that even though D 1 3 appeared as an exceptional case when classifying D t n , it is not a subtiling of a tiling containing symmetric wedges. Its only non-trivial subtilings are by radially generated tiles (Figure 13 ).
However, we may consider a union of two tiles that intersect at a vertex to be radially generated by two vertices. The only way for this to happen is that η ∩ η = α p (η) contains a point other than p. Since this is is the only tiling that may appear in this way.
Enumerating members of
Suppose in a tiling from the family C t n,k we have k adjacent tiles, radially generated about a common point. Then their union is a symmetric n-wedge, and we may locally 'flip' all of these tiles in the lines of symmetry to produce a different monohedral tiling of the disk, using copies of the same fundamental tile.
Since it takes 2n copies of a symmetric n-wedge to tile the disk, and since the construction involves subtiling each of these with k tiles, C t n,k contains 2nk tiles. Since each tile is radially generated, they may be arranged such that each tile touches the centre of the disk and the tiling has cyclic symmetry of order 2nk. Since this may be done in two ways (up to reflection), we choose one of these and fix this as positive orientation, and colour the tiles 'black'. Then we may flip up to 2n unions of k adjacent tiles to get a new tiling. If the number we flip is less than 2n then we have some freedom of which we flip, as seen in Figure 14 . We say the flipped tiles have negative orientation, and colour the tiles 'red'. It is our goal to count all different tilings that may be obtained in this way. Definition: The necklace number N a,b counts the number of beaded necklaces that can made using a black beads and b red beads up to cyclic symmetry.
Note that necklaces do not consider equivalence under reflective symmetry; such objects are called bracelets. This is the same as our equivalence of tilings, and so counting the number of tilings is equivalent to adding up appropriate necklace numbers.
For any tiling in C t n,k we may count the number ik of 'black' tiles and the number (2n − i)k of 'red' tiles. The configuration of edges of the boundary of the disk corresponds exactly to a necklace; there are i black edges and (2n − i)k red edges. Hence we may compute the number of tilings in the family C t n,k as
where the 2 multiplying the sum accounts for the fact that we fixed the orientation, and any mirror image of a tiling is also a tiling.
In the exceptional case k = 1 we have |C t n,1 | = 2 since any flips give the same tiling, so the only two family members are mirror images of each other. Table 1 gives the necklace number N a,b (see [6] ). Using the standard expansion
we may write Definition: Let g be a function and P be a predicate. We define the function
For fixed values of n this allows to simplify the expression for |C
• It is the tiling D According to Corollaries 3.6 and 3.7, we have classified all radially generated tilings and all wedge tilings. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we have classified all tilings that may be obtained from wedge tilings by subtiling the wedges radially or symmetrically. So D 1 3 is an exceptional case in our classification but, as explained in Section 4.4, it is exceptional in the sense that a union of two tiles is a symmetric wedge, and this may never occur for any other tiling.
Since our construction completely classifies monohedral tilings by radially generated tiles, as well as their subtilings obtained in the manner of Conjecture 6.2, this along with Conjecture 6.1 imply the final conjecture.
Conjecture 6.3. The full classification of monohedral disk tilings is present in this paper.
Hence we claim that:
• for any monohedral tiling of the disk, the centre may only intersect a tile at a vertex.
• other than symmetric radially generated tilings, there is no monohedral tiling of the disk that either has a line or symmetry, or that contains an odd number of tiles.
